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About This Game

Poly World is a rhythm based game which combines amazing levels of different difficulty and carefully selected soundtracks.
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Each level features an improvised sightseeing tour around a country along to the national melody. Listen to the beat and hit the
buttons to turn and avoid obstacles on your way.

Test your reflexes and rhythm skills! Guide the cube through every location.

Features:

Unique background melody for each level

19 original levels with incredible landscapes

Checkpoints along the way

No lives! Try as much as you want!

Challenge yourself and try to make your way till the end in this tricky music game.
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Title: Poly World
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Publisher:
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This game is real nice! A tower defense with hack'n'slash bits - a formula that has been done before, but not as pleasantly as it is
here.

The general premise is simple enough - you run around building towers, hitting enemies, collecting coins, and standing near
towers to upgrade them. As you progress, you unlock perks (which offer minor stat bonuses) and cosmetic helmets.

Finding balance is the key to succeeding here - you want your coins to build more towers, but you also want to upgrade your
existing towers in time. Finding balance between tower types is important as well, especially later into the game or if you are
going for 100% completion (which requires to not let through a single monster in each level).

The game's campaign is split up into several "chapters" - each chapter has a handful of levels to teach you about the newly
introduced enemies or towers, then a level introducing the chapter's boss-wizard (which proceeds to interfere with you fighting
off the level's waves), then a couple more levels, and finally a non-tower-defense boss fight (all of which are amazing, I should
remark).

The game takes 5-6 hours to complete and then about as many more if you want to 100% it. I consider this to be a very good
choice of length, as pretty much every tower defense I have played to date either got monotonous towards the end of it, or kept
pouring in more types of enemies\/towers until it became a complete mess.

Coop is a lot of fun if you can find someone to play with (which these days is easier with advent of software like Parsec), and
splitting tasks allows to complete levels in new ways.

Graphics and audio are both very well done; the game is sprinkled with humor for the entire duration of it.

Overall, highly recommended. In terms of artwork only second to Farfalla. Simpler layout than most other tables, but this one is
my new favorite as far as actual gamlay is concerned :). Black Hand skin & 3 usefull runes.. $10 dollars is a little steep, but
honestly - lowest I'd see it going is 7.99
If two dollars makes or breaks you, then fair enough, don't buy it. However, if you love making the characters look cool and\/or
sexy - this is a nice start to what'll hopefully be quite a few outfit dlc packs.. Verdict Guilty is a basic 2D fighting game with a
nonsensical story mode that teaches you the playstyle of each character, an arcade mode to test your skills and verses mode to
play against other players locally.

The only problems I see is that the AI is not that smart, the roster feels small (Mortal Kombat 1 size of small) and that you can
see everything the game can offer in less 3 hours, but other than that it's an ok game for the asking price tag..
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hardcore. It's still in Early Access so you will have to forgive some minor things. Levels are intense and diverse. Well done.. it
says 10 minutes but we definitely played this for around 2 hours. It's a split screen multiplayer game, which you can never have
enough of, and the destruction/clay physics are incredible.

Beyond that there's not much game.
There are a ton of objectives etc. to accomplish in each map, but really who is going to do all that?. Feels a lot like an arcade.
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Unfortunately, to play with your friends each one must have their own VR device, of course. By yourself it isn't as fun, but it
can still entertain for a couple hours.
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Good as starter pack!. Off Road race in the savana mud tracks.
About to win when I hit a rhino.
Rhino comes charging at me. Car is broken. Lose the race.
10/10 Would hit a rhino again.. Completley unrealistic. I went between York and Thrisk a journey of just over 20 miles, and it
didn't break down once.. Great quality music! When can I get more of it?. NOTE: This is my review for the first episode. I
will add and change (maybe) my rating as the episodes release. There's also a demo available on the game's website.

Selnon Rising is a sci-fi noire visual novel by the same people who made Icebound. While this game is episodic, the first
episode has shown a lot of promise and I was able to get 3 hours worth out of the first episode. You play as Violet, an
esper who's special power is being able to read people's emotions. She is out to work on a new case with her partner,
Blue. After completing what may be a simple murder case turns out to be much more and starts Violet on her journey
to her decision on how to save humanity.

In the game, you are met with a couple of investigation scenes and interigation scenes. During the ladder, it's much like
L.A. Noire with its system of presenting evidence and doubting someone based on their testimony with their emotions
when you can't present something. Out of these parts, you can pretty much expect the usual with visual novels and
choices. Similar to Mass Effect's renegade and paragon system, you will be forced to pick choices that will make you
allign either towards blue (Law), red (chaos), or stay netural. I only did one playthrough and stayed relatively netural,
so I'm not sure what changes there are between the three allignments.

For the first episode, I found myself really lost in the world. There are so many questions you find yourself asking and
thankfully albeit slowly, the game does give you some answers. There are a few surprises, one even made me scream at
my computer. GG writer, gg. For the price, think of it as a Telltale game. There will be 4 episodes and while I'm not
sure about the price, it'll likely be around the same price for a TTG game, If you like a sci-fi detective visual novel, then
you can't go wrong Selenon Rising.. Right, forgot I had this game. May as well review it. Picked it up when it came out,
thinking it would be interesting, but it's nothing like other dancing games. You feel tiny, they use some different
tracking for the hands (your game hands are not where your real hands are - it's strange). Saw this game was still in
my list, and thought I would see what updates had been done since the game has been out for a while now - surprise,
not a single news update since the game launched.
Save your money, sadly this game appears to be vaporware at this point, and I don't expect any changes or fixes to
show up. I can't refund it at this point, but will be deleting it permanently from my library.. It's an art-game with a tiny
bit of puzzling added. The story is light and short (2 hours should do it), the graphics are simplistic yet striking, and
the audio fits in well. It's a scenic click to nowhere in particular. At the end, there's even an old-school demoscene trip.

I enjoyed my time but there isn't much to see or feel at this rest stop.
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